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• Human-centered computing → Graphical user interfaces;

Recently, Deep Recurrent Attentive Writer(DRAW) has been used
in realistic image generation[4]. When it comes to aesthetic impression, researchers have tried to build a image space bridging color
features and fashion words[9]. For style transfer, most traditional
textual transfer researches are non-parametric algorithms[1]. It is
a remarkable breakthrough that convolutional neural networks are
used to transfer a image in style of another image[3].
In this paper,we are focused on 3 key challenges:
• propose a novel framework to generate images as real paintings with illustration of drawing process
• make the painting more natural to aesthetic impression
• illustrate drawing process approaching real process
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ABSTRACT
There are many great works done in image generation. However,
it is still an open problem how to generate a painting, which is
meeting the aesthetic rules in specific style. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a demonstration to generate a specific painting based
on users’ input. In the system called AI Painting, we generate an
original image from content text, transfer the image into a specific
aesthetic effect, simulate the image into specific artistic genre, and
illustrate the painting process.
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Figure 1: User interface of AI Painting

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we are interested in painting generation with specific
artistic genre, based on content text given by users. We build up an
input-output system named AI painting. There are three parts of
our system input, including content (object or scene described by
natural language), aesthetic effect word (such as joyful, depressed)
and artistic genre (e.g. Impressionism, Suprematism, Chinese inkwash painting). The output is defined as an automatically generated
artwork in a dynamic painting process.
Great progress had been made in the field of image generation
before. Traditional solution is capturing the detailed visual information in attribute representation[2] and encoding in a vector[11].
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There are three parts in our input user interface: 1) a select box
for users to choose aesthetic effect word; 2) an input box for users
to describe painting content by text; 3) six cards representing six
different artistic genre for users to select. After several seconds for
system running, the generated painting will be provided to users
with a short video of the painting process illustration. Furthermore,
users can download the final painting for other application.
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SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

The proposed system generates a piece of painting automatically,
according to the content, aesthetic effect word and artistic genre
given by users, which is depicted in Figure 2. To train the proposed
system, we collected paintings with six different artistic genre to
construct the dataset. The main workflow consists of 4 steps: 1)
generating an image based on the content by a Stacked Generative
Adversarial Networks (StackGAN++) [13] module; 2) modifying the
image into the specific aesthetic effect based on Image Aesthetic
Space by a Bimodal Deep Autoencoder with Cross Edges(BDACE)[8] module; 3) transferring the image into the specific artistic
genre by neural style transfer and brush stroke enhancement; 4)
illustrating the painting process dynamically by a short video.

We encode the target image and the reference image, use an adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) layer[6] to transfer style in the
feature space, and decode the AdaIN output into image spaces.
Brush stroke enhancement. In this step, we divide our six
categories painting into two typical painting materials: oriental
ancient ink painting for Chinese-ink-wash and western classical oil
painting for other genres. For oil painting, the painting was drawn
by a series of brush stroke in different size[5].The painting first
renders with large brush strokes and covered by smaller one again
and again. Those brush strokes are long and curved, whose colors
extracted from the target painting. For ink wash painting, we firstly
detect significant edges of the target painting. Then, we use an
edge-preserving energy minimization model[7] to propagate the
pixel values from the edges to the blank regions.
Figure 2: System Framework of AI Painting

3.1

Datasets

To better learn paintings’ traits in different artistic genres, we construct a database made up of about 4000 paintings belonged to six
different artistic genres (Impressionism, Neo-impressionism, Postimpressionism, Abstractism, Suprematism and Chinese-ink-wash).
From this dataset, we extract a set of features to describe their
color pattern including five-color combination, saturation and its
contrast, brightness and its contrast, warm or cool color and clear
or dull color[12]. Besides, we extract figures from each painting by
salient region detection technique.

3.2

Painting content generation

To generate the content given by users, we apply StackGAN++
modules in our system. In this paper, we choose six kinds of items
as examples, including flower, church, cat, dog, Eiffel Tower, and
Mount Fuji. For each item, a StackGAN++ model was trained with a
corresponding dataset, which is open source or crawled from Flickr.

3.3

Artistic genre simulation

There are two steps in the artistic genre simulation part: artistic
style transfer and brush stroke enhancement.
Artistic style transfer. We choose a neural style transfer method
to make our target image more like a painting of the artistic genre
chosen by users. Using this method, we need to find a reference
painting. To better the transfer effect, we compare the shape features and find the most similar one from the specific artistic genre.

Painting process illustration

We present the painting process in two ways based on types of materials. For oil painting, we firstly draw the outline of the painting,
then color it layer by layer from large stroke to small stroke. As for
ink painting, we divide the painting into different stroke parts, and
demonstrate them one by one from main objects to the background.
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USER STUDY

We invited 10 students (5 males, 5 females) from the Academy
of Arts & Design and prepared 30 different paintings of various
content text, aesthetic effect word and artistic style. We showed the
paintings and their corresponding information to those participants.
Participants were asked to use a 10-point scale(’10’ means the most
satisfied) to evaluate three things:
• how do our painting looks like a real painting? The mean
of the results we get is 9.22(standard deviation=0.28).So we
can infer that our approach have a excellent performance in
generating something like real paintings.
• how beautiful is our painting? The mean of the results we
get is 8.39(standard deviation=0.59). It indicates that most
participants take our paintings as beautiful art works.
• how is our uses’ appreciation of our painting consistent
with the aesthetic effect word? The mean of the results we
get is 7.25(standard deviation=0.83). We can imply that our
paintings are able to leave a specific aesthetic impression on
participants roughly.

Aesthetic effect modification

To transfer our painting into a specific aesthetic effect, we manage
to bridge aesthetic effect words and color pattern features by introducing a two-dimensional Image Aesthetic Space (IAS). With a
pre-trained Bimodal Deep Autoencoder with Cross Edges (BDACE) module, we mapped all the 4000 paintings in our dataset to
the IAS. When receiving aesthetic effect and artistic genre by user,
our system pick up one painting from the same artistic genre in
our dataset, whose coordination is closest to that of aesthetic effect
word in IAS. Finally, according to the color pattern of painting
picked up before, we do the color modification[10] of our target
image to give the image specific aesthetic effect.

3.4

3.5
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we make a proposal of AI painting system, which
can generate a painting based on content text, aesthetic effect word
and artistic genre given by users. The painting generated by our
system can be further used in various field. Our system can provide
designers with decorating paintings used in posters and slides.
Besides, the painting generated by our AI painting, can also be used
in education field, such as inspiring imagination of children.
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